Essential Information 2-6’s
1. New Enrolments *Fill in your ONLINE ENROLMENT FORM on the Mad On Music Website
*When MOM Office receive it you will be notified & we will allocate your child a place.
*Once this has occurred, an invoice will be sent to you.
*Full term payment will be required on receipt of invoice
*Invoices will be sent to you 3 weeks prior to the commencement of every other term.
*Make payment to Mad on Music as per the MOM Web Page instructions.
*Payment ensures your place.

2. Type/Duration*MOM offer: Keyboard / Guitar / Singing
*Mad on Music offer a comprehensive and fun Instrumental Music program at your school during school
hours, & on occasion after school hours. Mad on Music also offer lessons at our Doncaster studio on
weekends and some weekdays after school.
*The lessons are held the same day each week, at school.
*We guarantee a full 30-minute group lesson for each student. (However if & when students discontinue
and MOM are left with uneven groups that do not comply with the structure mentioned in point 9, lesson
times WILL vary.
*Times mat vary with makeup lesons according to how many students in the group.
*There are 36 paid lessons for the school year. The last lesson of each term is allocated for makeups and
is not included in your fees.

3. Textbooks*Students are provided with a MOM Theory and practical textbook, appropriate to their level
* Books are provided on the first lesson.
*The cost of this (approx. $15 - $19.00 per book) is included with the first invoice.
*Note: Guitar Textbook is approx $30.00. Text Books generally last for a year to a year and a half.
Books are distributed on the 1st lesson so please make sure you have made payment.

4. Equipment*Each student is required to bring to class: textbook(s), black folder (with Practice Chart inside) and a
grey lead pencil.
*All other equipment (keyboards, etc.) is provided. Due to different sizes, each guitar student is required
to bring their own guitar to lessons.
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5. Practice*Students are issued with a Practice/Signature Chart at the start of each term *Parents
are to sign at the end box and students are tick in each box when they have proactised.
*Students are to bring to BOOKS to class each week.
*Students are to practice (depending on skill level) 15-20 minutes per day, 5 days a
week, and to complete 1-2 weekly Theory Sheets for homework.
*Keyboard students that do not have a keyboard will be provided with a cardboard keyboard. The cost of this (approx $ 6.00) will be included with the first invoice.

6. Concert*An evening concert is held annually for parents, family and friends This is held in Term III.

7. Exams-

*In addition to a theory test at the end of term 1, 2 & 3, all grade 2-6 students will be
examined by an outside Mad on Music examiner in Term IV.
*On completion of the exam, students are presented with a detailed report and certificate outlining their level of achievement.

8. Reports*Reports are issued once yearly. Gr:2-6 - at the end of Term 2.

9. FeesLesson fees are as follows:
(NB.Lesson fees are G.S.T
Keyboard
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*Singing
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Guitar
(grp of 3
Keyboard
(grp of 2
Guitar
(grp of 2

incl. & DO NOT incl. bks.)
-30min)
$ 135.00 per TERM
-30min)
$ 135.00 per TERM
-30min)
$ 155.00 per TERM
-30min)
$ 270.00 per TERM
-30min)
$ 270.00 per TERM

*Singing Groups
(Your child will be automatically enrolled into a group of 4. If there are more than 4
students, termly singing fees will be charged at $90.00 per term.

10. Payment(Payments are accepted via INTERNET BANKING using your child’s surname as a
reference, BPAY, PAYPAL, or CASH in person at the MOM Office.
Payments are payable to: MAD ON MUSIC. Visit the payment section on the Mad
On Music Website
NOTE: CASH PAYMENTS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED VIA THE SCHOOL

